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Twenty years ago, Muse released their debut 
album, Showbiz. Though it was met with 
a mostly positive critical reception, the 
then fresh-faced alternative rock band 

faced endless comparisons with similar artists. Most 
relentlessly: Radiohead - with Rolling Stone’s Neva 
Chonin commenting that “Showbiz matches Thom 
Yorke’s penchant for majestic agony” and that 
“screams and the word 
self-destruction pepper 
the title track but with 
an edge that’s quirkier 
and decidedly more 
ragged than their elders 
[Radiohead].”

Showbiz is by far 
Muse’s rawest and most 
compositionally rudimental 
album, adopting the 
alternative rock genre 
and its traditional tropes 
more patently than any of 
its successors. It’s also probably 
their safest album, which is 
bizarre given some of the 
content (i.e. the aforementioned 
screaming), but it does introduce 
several definitive ‘Museisms’ 
that form the spine of the band’s 
sound throughout their career.

Firstly, the use of the bass 
guitar as more than a rhythm 
instrument is one cornerstone 
the band have never really 
moved away from. Chris 
Wolstenholme’s influential bass 
tone is normally smothered 
in thick, angry distortion, 
synthesizer effects and various 
other unconventional bass 
guitar sounds. While in many 
bands the bass is primarily 
there to contribute to a larger 
overall sound, Muse employ it 
almost as a lead instrument that 
dominates tracks. This makes 
the Teignmouth trio sound more 
like a quartet - the distorted 
bass taking up a lot of the slack 
of a missing second guitarist. 
There’s also what the bass does 
melodically, which is mostly riff-based rather than the 
conventional following of chords and root notes. The 
way Wolstenholme’s basslines counter Matt Bellamy’s 

guitar melodies is a huge part of Muse’s 
sound.

Secondly, Muse have an ardent fondness 
for one particular instrument that is 
admittedly relatively common in rock: the 
piano. Uncommon, however, is what they 
do with it. Generally, in rock, the piano 
(if there is one) will be used primarily as 
a rhythm instrument, occasionally also 
playing melodic leads. Matt Bellamy plays 
the piano like he’s permanently at the 
centre of a concerto, with huge, grandiose 
melodies, unconventional chords and 
obtuse melodies, and a noticeable influence 
from classical musicians including 
Rachmaninoff, who is one of several artists 
the band have shaped their sound around. 
Although the piano is more subdued 
on Showbiz than its successor, Origin of 

Symmetry, the seeds were planted 
with tracks like Sunburn and 
Cave.

There’s also the sound of the 
vocals and the guitar. The 
former, so often engaged in 
car-alarm falsetto, develops 
over the albums, with Bellamy’s 
tenor vocal range exploring the 
capabilities of what a male voice 
can do. The guitar tones are 
ever-evolving, shifting from the 

conventional hard-rock overdrive 
wall to the frankly inane; most bands 
would struggle to shoe-horn a guitar 
sound as weird as that of Muscle 
Museum into a song but not Muse.

Despite these key elements, no 
Muse album sounds anything like 
those before it; the band constantly 
developing their music direction 
and taking in new influences. 
Though each new record has obvious 
influences from other musicians 
and genres, Muse always manage 
to coalesce these with their own 
house style. Dubstep? Combine 
some of its characteristics with 
Hans Zimmer-style score and 

heavy rock guitar to create The 2nd 
Law Unsustainable. A three-part classical 
symphony? No problem - add in synthesisers 
and distorted bass and guitar to formulate 
the masterpiece that is the Exogenesis 

Symphony. A spaghetti western double-bill? Some 
cataclysmic guitar and piano and multi-part vocal 
harmonies ought to do the trick for Hoodoo and 
Knights of Cydonia. Muse might follow the musical 
trends of the day, but they do it in their own way.

Upon the release of Showbiz, another critic, Brent 
DiCrescenzo of Pitchfork, questioned where the band 
could go from there. In the time since, Muse have 
released seven studio and three live albums, won 
two Grammys and have sold over 20 million records 
worldwide, becoming internationally recognised as a 
formidable live act, and redefined what it means to be a 
‘rock’ band.

Their music has drawn influence from dozens of styles 
from around the world including classic rock, hard rock, 
classical, metal, prog, RnB, dubstep, trap, latin, synth-
pop, and the traditional music of countries including 
Spain and Italy.

Imagine how mad you’d sound if you were trying to 
start a band and on the poster you wrote your favourite 
artists were Rage Against The Machine, Depeche Mode, 
Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Queen and Jimi Hendrix. Each 
of those has had a hand in forming the unique sound of 
Muse.

“You absorb influences and experiences and the 
brain mingles them together and they come out 

distorted. You could say that’s the nature of creativity. 
Our generation was the first to have the mp3 player, 

Napster, downloading for free, and that definitely 
had an impact on how we think about music. We are 

comfortable with multi-influences across big time 
spans”, Matt Bellamy explained in an interview.

After Showbiz came Origin of Symmetry, a fan favourite 
which introduced some of their heaviest hits. This is 
where the classical influence really took hold. Space 
Dementia, with it’s careening piano, and the three-
part metal-opera Citizen Erased, demonstrate the mad 
genius of this album, with radio-friendly hits Bliss and 
Plug-In Baby counterbalancing the eclectic and the 
contemporary. The latter also contains what is Muse’s 
most famous and highly regarded guitar riff to date.

If you ask Muse fans what their best album is, Origin of 
Symmetry will be the most common answer. However, 
in terms of ambition, it is dwarfed by its successors; not 
least by 2003’s Absolution. Along with the prog-metal 
Stockholm Syndrome, the iconic bass riffs of Hysteria 
and Time is Running Out and the 18-part orchestra of 
Blackout, Muse began to add serious classical influence 
to their sound. I can think of no better adjective for 
the style of piano that adorns the likes of Apocalypse 
Please than apocalyptic itself - it’s so hard to make a 
piano direct a track that also contains crashing drums 
and distorted bass. For an example of Bellamy’s skill 
behind a piano, look no further than Butterflies and 
Hurricanes, which carefully balances huge, stadium-
filling choruses with a crescendo of a piano solo 
without breaking a sweat. Absolution is also more 
experimental in its production, with complex acoustic 
and electronic timbres introduced alongside the more 
archetypal guitar-driven sounds in The Small Print and 
Thoughts of a Dying Atheist. Some of the percussion on 
Apocalypse Please was recorded in a swimming pool.

“Some people will think it ’s a load of pretentious wank, 
and some people will like it because its different”

Next was Black Holes and Revelations - my personal 
favourite Muse album - where the classical elements 
were less evident, replaced by the band’s increasing 
affinity for electronic sounds and a wider variety of 
musical styles. There’s the pop-rock Starlight, the RnB 
Supermassive Black Hole, and the western Hoodoo and 
Knights of Cydonia, along with electronica in Map of 
the Problematique. A shorter album than Absolution 
by 12 minutes, this was Muse’s first real step into the 
mainstream - and was the first to bring accusations 
of “selling out”, but it would be pretty impossible to 
imagine Soldier’s Poem on the radio - or Take a Bow, or 
City of Delusion. To this day though, there are people 
who say Muse’s career went downhill starting with 
this album and that they’ve become more ‘pop’ in their 
sound ever since.

Muse are one of the biggest rock bands of the 2000s. But they’re not just a rock 
band. In fact, the unique sound of Muse is the result of a group of influences from 
Rage Against the Machine to Rachmaninoff. This is the story of that sound.

Much of Muse’s sound comes from the innovative way Chris 
Wolstenholme’s bass guitar is played and recorded.
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Muse have also come under criticism for being too ‘out 
there’ with what they try. What I personally admire 
most about the trio is the way that they simply don’t 
care what anyone thinks of their music or its direction. 

“Paris Hilton [came] to the LA show, too. But she left 
during Knights of Cydonia, which is the first song on 
the set. If we’re offending Paris Hilton we must be doing 
something right.”

Album number five, The Resistance, introduced a new 
aspect of Muse’s music for the fanbase to criticise; the 
gradual depletion of guitar and guitar-based tracks. 
In fact, Bellamy said “the guitar has become a textural 
instrument rather than a lead instrument,” and it’s true 
that tracks on The Resistance, and three of the four 
following albums have substantially less guitar than 
Origin of Symmetry, with solos much less common.

“I don’t think rock is dead but the sound palette and 
frequency ranges are tired. As soon as you pick up 
an electric guitar and plug into a distorted Marshall 

amplifier and someone starts playing a stadium drum 
kit, you are already in the seventies. That’s why we 

focus so much on the sound and use orchestral and 
electronic elements. But the concept of what it is to be 

in a rock band, to create music with a group of like-
minded friends that has some drive and power and 
meaning to it, I think that’s still got some life in it.”

The Resistance’s Undisclosed Desires was the first 
Muse single not to feature guitar or piano, instead made 
of synths and slap bass. It even has electronic drums. 
Such is rock music’s obsession with electric guitar and 
the untouchable aura it has, that this was the point 
in Muse’s career where significant portions of fans 
started to feel unhappy about the musical direction, 
even though The Resistance itself is, in my opinion, one 
of their finest albums. The Exogenesis Symphony, for 
example, demonstrated a band who not only want to 
experiment with other styles of music but master them. 
The classical orchestra accompanies the traditional 
Muse instrumentation in a way that shouldn’t work half 
as well as it does, and the overall theme of the album is 
maybe the most consistent, after Drones.

The following album, The 2nd Law, continued 
experimentation further, swapping classical for modern 
electronic music styles like dubstep. Again, there was 
less guitar than the likes of Origin of Symmetry and 
many fans felt alienated by the radical new direction. 
The 2nd Law: Unsustainable is a full on dubstep track, a 
genre that was everywhere at the time.

That’s Muse’s greatest strength though; taking musical 
styles, new or old, and mashing them together to make 
something unique yet coherent.

It may have been fan pressure that inspired Muse to 
create Drones, an album that returned them to the 
guitar-led, Morello-esque hard rock tracks. Though 
arguably the safest album Muse have made, Drones 
is made unique by its lyrical themes, rather than its 
music. The latest album, Simulation Theory, sees the 

return of Muse experimenting with new styles and 
there’s a clearly huge influence from synthwave artists 
including the likes of Kavinsky.

One thing they have clung onto over the years is making 
sure that whatever music they create can be faithfully 
reproduced when playing live. Though there are a 
couple of exceptions, Muse’s whole catalogue can be 
performed live with the three of them only needing 
back-up from live keyboardist Morgan Nicholls, and 
the resulting sound is often said to be better than the 
album. It helps that Bellamy is equally competent on 
guitar and piano, and some of the gismos the band has 
don’t hurt either (guitars with synth expression pads, 
basses with MIDI synth necks and electronic additions 
to drum kits, for example) but they rarely ever need to 
use a backing track, which is mightily impressive given 
the vast production of each studio album.

What is most evident when studying the career of Muse 
is that have no interest in doing the same thing twice. 
Though their decision to evolve their sound every few 
years frustrates sections of the fanbase, this is a small 
price to pay for a constant stream of new and unique 
music where no two tracks sound anything alike. It’s 
near-impossible to pigeon-hole Muse into a genre 
because they’ve done a little bit of each one and that is 
something to be admired.

Muse have conquered the live music world 
and released 8 studio albums at this point, 
but given the ever-changing nature of music 
and the world around it, they have potential 
to do even more.

Frontman Matt Bellamy’s vocals are arguably Muse’s most recognisable element; but his guitar and piano styles are similarly unique

Drummer Dominic Howard is the driving force behind Muse’s sound

Muse replicate electronic elements live with bespoke instruments
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